Distributed Core Competency Learning Goals

- **Creativity/Arts**: Art or Music
  - Critical Thinking
  - Information Literacy
  - Writing
  - Suggested

- **English Elective**: English Elective
  - Critical Thinking
  - Information Literacy
  - Writing
  - Suggested
  - Oral Presentation

- **Language/Culture MFL 1000**: Language/Culture MFL 1000
  - Critical Thinking
  - Information Literacy
  - Writing
  - Suggested
  - Oral Presentation

- **Mathematics MTH 1320 & 1730**: Mathematics MTH 1320 & 1730
  - Critical Thinking
  - Information Literacy
  - Quantitative Reasoning

- **Phil-Ethics PHI 2200**: Phil-Ethics PHI 2200
  - Critical Thinking
  - Information Literacy
  - Writing
  - Suggested
  - Oral Presentation

- **Social Science ECO 1301 & 1302**: Social Science ECO 1301 & 1302
  - Critical Thinking
  - Information Literacy
  - Quantitative Reasoning
  - Writing

- **Theology THE 2200’s**: Theology THE 2200’s
  - Critical Thinking
  - Information Literacy
  - Writing
  - Suggested

- **Theology THE 3305**: Theology THE 3305
  - Critical Thinking
  - Information Literacy
  - Writing
  - Suggested